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say ‘The Bat-Man’–?”
“DidTheyouspeaker’s
brows knotted with

intrigue as he asked his host. Impeccably
dressed by Gotham’s finest tailor, his deepset blue eyes probed for the response.
“That’s what the papers call him,” said
the gray-haired gentleman to his young
visitor. The host was James Gordon, Police
Commissioner of East Coast’s Gotham City.
About fifty, with thinning, but distinguished
hair, and a pencil-thin mustache, Gordon did
his job well, but the worry lines on his face
told a story of hardship that lingered over
his thirty-year career in law enforcement.
He lit a cigar at his large office desk and
puffed deeply before looking once more at
his young guest. “Nobody knows who he is,
Bruce –– or if he even exists at all. Frankly,
the whole affair puzzles me.”
The visitor was Bruce Wayne. Under
thirty, square-jawed with pleasing features,
and lush raven hair. His was a layabout
existence –– filled with cocktail parties
and late suppers with gorgeous socialites,
famous show people, or influential heads of
business. Bruce was the president of Wayne
Enterprises, a company with financial and
charitable interests in dozens of businesses
around Gotham.
“Then you don’t believe the rumors?”
The young millionaire was visibly skeptical
as he leaned toward Gordon. “I mean,

the very idea of a Bat-Man terrorizing
the underworld after the sun goes down!
Why, Jim, it’s nothing short of fantastic!”
It was not unusual for young Bruce to
visit his friend at headquarters to hear
the latest underworld gossip. He was
always interested in the goings-on of the
underworld characters who populated the
docks, the dark streets, and the newspaper
headlines of the Gotham Gazette. So it was
natural that the mention of the mysterious
Bat-Man would capture his attention ––
and imagination.
“After all, a part-man, part-bat creature is
just a bit too much to swallow whole,” the
young magnate continued. Like something
conjured from the twisted mind of a starving
mystery writer!”
“The accounts are hard to ignore, Bruce.
Wanted criminals delivered right to our
headquarters’ doorstep tell of a giant
“bat-thing” who captures them unawares,
frightening them half to death in the process.
“I’ve seen the terror on their faces...
spoken to them while they trembled in
police custody. Yet...” The Commissioner
paused a moment.
“Yes, Jim?” Wayne’s eyes danced,
anxious to hear more of the strange tale.
Gordon looked over at his handsome
visitor. “Some of them actually seem
relieved to be behind bars –– to be safe

from this Bat-Man.”
Bruce’s lips curled ever so slightly,
unnoticed by the Commissioner. He leaned
back and seemed to be lost in thought.
Then – the bell of the desk telephone rang
loudly, breaking Bruce from his reverie.
“Pardon, me, Bruce.”
“If duty calls.”
Taking up the instrument and listening
for a moment, Gordon grabbed a pencil
from his large mahogany desk and jotted
down a few words on a scrap of paper.
Gordon hung up the receiver and looked
at Bruce.

Bruce
Wayne

“You’re in luck, Bruce. Some excitement
has just popped up.”
“Do tell.”
“Old Eustace Lambert has been murdered
out at his palatial estate up in Gotham
Hills.”
“Lambert...you mean the one they call
the Chemical King?”
“That’s the one. Head of the Ajax chemical
corporation. He’s been discovered stabbed
to death! Care to ride along –– or have you
a late supper date with one of your many
young conquests?”
Bruce smiled awkwardly. “Surely you

don’t think that badly of me, Jim.”
The Commissioner rose to his feet and
grabbed his hat. “It’s just that I know you
go in for more –– shall we say –– genteel
pursuits.”
“Always like to see my tax dollars at
work, you know.” Young Wayne rose from
the comfortable chair and followed Gordon
through the office door.
En route, Gordon tried to make
conversation with the young magnate,
but Bruce seemed content to stare out
the window with few words. Jim Gordon
liked young Wayne, but could feel the
restlessness that bubbled inside the busy
socialite. Wayne’s parents had been shot
down in the street by a petty crook when
Bruce was only eight years old. Gordon
thought back to that night –– when he was
just a beat cop. He never forgot the look
in the young boy’s eyes. Desperate and
tear filled, searching for rhyme or reason.
He knew somehow that Bruce still had an
unquenched fury inside –– that he had not
yet come to terms with that awful night.
And, perhaps –– he would never find an
outlet for his rage.
Gordon’s sedan sped past large, open,
wrought-iron gates, past a regal sculpture
garden –– and stopped finally in front of a
palatial mansion with immense columns at
its entrance. The mansion bought with the
substantial earnings of the Ajax chemical
company. The home of the murdered man.
Gordon and Wayne approached the
sergeant on duty. Gordon noticed that
Wayne seemed almost bored with the
proceedings, but made no mention of his
observation, and instead addressed the
uniformed man. “Where’s young Lambert,
Sergeant?”
“He’s being questioned in the library,

Commissioner.”

B

ruce’s eyes seemed to take on a new
light when he entered the murder
room. The space was a comfortable reading
area just off the library. His blood raced, his
heart rate quickened, his attention seemed
heightened somehow. He was keenly
interested in the goings-on. Yet, he kept his
passion in check, making no outward signs
of his intense interest.
Gordon made his way through the
officers, crouched to the body huddled on
the carpet, and checked Eustace Lambert’s
corpse with expert eyes. It lay sprawled on
the floor in a grotesque death pose...a 10inch hunting knife lay on a nearby night
table, its blade and handle still red with
life’s blood.
A spreading crimson stain spotted the
body’s back and the carpet beneath. The
Sergeant indicated the knife handle. “The
prints look like young Lambert’s, sir. The
lab boys’ll confirm it in time.” Gordon
regarded the dusted knife handle, then rose
and went to the next room.
There, slouched in an easy chair, watched
over by one of Gordon’s stern-looking
men, was Desmond Lambert, 20-year-old
son of the murdered man. Gordon knew the
Lambert family from various fundraisers
around town. As Police Commissioner, he
rubbed elbows with Gotham’s rich, and
with Gotham’s famous.
“Hello, Desmond. The evidence looks
bad against you, son.”
Lambert looked up at the Commissioner
with misty, unfocused eyes. He’d been
quietly sobbing. “Commissioner Gordon, I
didn’t murder my father! I swear to you, he
was already dead when I came in.”
Bruce, lingering at the edge of the room,

stepped closer to Gordon and Lambert, still
feigning disinterest in the proceedings, but
cocked his head to hear the words of the
suspected man.

Commissioner Gordon

“Tell me everything, Desmond,” was the
only commitment Gordon would give to
the protestations.
“I’d been out with some college pals,
but I decided to come home early and
listen to radio. As I headed for my upstairs
bedroom, I heard a moan from the library
and went to investigate. I entered and saw
the prone figure of my father on the floor.
The curtains at the window fluttered as if
someone had just rushed out! But my first
concern was for Father, so I went to him and
discovered that knife in his back.” Young
Lambert looked at Gordon with gleaming,
swollen eyes. “Oh, Commissioner, it was
awful! The knife –– it was buried to its hilt
in my father’s back.”
Bruce’s throat tightened as the story
unfolded. He blinked hard to erase a
haunting memory.
“Go on,” was Gordon’s only response.
“I pulled the nasty thing from Dad’s
back when I noticed the safe was open.

But I knew he needed help right away –– I
turned him over and held him in my arms.
I yelled for help, before I remembered it’s
the servants’ night off. Then, with a weak
voice, Dad whispered the words: ‘contract
–– contract.’ He died without uttering
another word. Right in my arms he died,
Commissioner, that much is true, but he
didn’t die at my hands. He was a good man
–– and a fine father...I –– I could never...”
The young man fell into sobs.
The Commissioner lowered his eyes
before speaking. “Okay, Desmond, take it
easy. For what it’s worth, I believe you.
“His last word was ‘contract,’ eh?” mused
the young Wayne.
“A clue if ever I heard one, Bruce.”
“You would know, I suppose,
Commissioner.”
Gordon looked once again to Lambert.
“Did your father have any enemies ––
perhaps someone who had an unusual
interest in his dealings at Ajax Chemical?”
Lambert was too upset to be very
thoughtful before he blurted, “No enemies
that I’m aware of –– his three former
partners in the firm, of course, could be
interested. You know them, Commissioner
– Steven Crane, Paul Rogers, and Alfred
Stryker.” Then, his eyes lit up. “You don’t
think they may’ve something to do with
my this? They were all friends from their
college days. They started the business
together.”
“It’s too early to know for certain,”
Gordon offered.

T

he library telephone bell rang,
heightening the tension already
palpable. A nearby officer shot a look at
Gordon, who nodded. The officer picked
up the instrument.

Bruce Wayne addressed Gordon with
some concern. “But you’ll be sure to
question the partners, Jim?” asked the
young magnate.
“You’re catching on the ways of detecting,
Bruce –– and all this time I thought you
were distracted in boredom.”
The sergeant on the ‘phone interrupted.
“Sir, it’s one of the partners –– Crane...
asking for Lambert.”
The Commissioner took the instrument.
“Crane, this is Jim Gordon. Eustace
Lambert has been murdered tonight. We’re
on the scene now.”
There was a short pause, then: “Murdered?!
It’s terrible, but I’m glad to have you on
the line, Jim. You see, yesterday Eustace
told me his life had been threatened with a
mysterious note. We didn’t take it seriously,
but now I’m terrified, Commissioner. For,
today I got a similar threatening note. You
can understand that I’m in fear for my life.
What shall I do?”
“I’ll be over with a squad of men to speak
with you –– and to see that note! I want
it as evidence. Don’t go anywhere –– and
don’t let anyone in until I arrive, do you
understand?”
“I-I’ll do as you say, Jim –– I won’t let
anyone in. Please hurry.” Then the line
went dead with a click.
Bruce glanced at his expensive wrist
timepiece. “It’s getting late,” he interrupted.
“So we are boring you.”
“Well, I’d just as soon get the highlights
from you another time, if you don’t mind.
Watching the whole grisly affair unfold can
be quite a strain on my nerves. Besides I
have an early cocktail brunch with a, er,
young lady.”
“I’ll speak with you later, then. It’ll be a
late night for this public servant.”

*****

S

teven Crane was alone on the third
floor of his plush home, wearing only
nightclothes, and seated in his favorite
overstuffed chair next to the radio. Earlier,
he’d been trying to read near the open french
doors, with a single lamp to illuminate the
evening’s darkness, but his interest in his
book was now waned.
A full ten minutes had passed since
Crane had concluded his conversation with
Gordon, but his nervous demeanor hadn’t
improved. An uneasy feeling hung over the
wealthy businessman – and was growing
steadily.
His friend of 22 years, his business partner
–– had been murdered this terrible night.
He had been so shocked and distraught at
hearing the news, he’d suddenly realized
he didn’t know when or even how the
dreadful deed was done. Gordon hadn’t
said and Crane hadn’t thought to ask, so
great was his fear in light of the threat on
his life.
He had socialized with Jim Gordon on
occasion, and knew the reputation of the
Gotham force was a good one, and eagerly
awaited the arrival of his acquaintance.
He reached for a beaker of brandy next to
the radio and poured himself a drink with
shaking, nervous hands. “Three fingers
ought to calm my nerves until Gordon gets
here,” he reckoned to himself.
Crane pulled the offending note from his
robe pocket. It read: Tonight...you pay...
with your life.
The distraught man sighed heavily
before finally partaking of his liquor. Long
minutes passed as he sat in the dim gloom
and nursed his drink, one tiny reassuring

sip at a time. Crane’s nerves calmed, while
the events of the evening, vague though
he knew them, tumbled over in his mind.
Then, in a jittery reaction, he tipped the
remains of the glass into his throat and
swallowed hard.
Lowering the tumbler from his lips, he
abruptly became aware of a presence in the
corner near the open french doors. Crane
called out one word: “Whiskers.”
But there was no response, no movement
from the pet he thought might be lingering
there in the shadows. There was a shape,
but he couldn’t discern its outline in the
black gloom that lay at the edges of the
room. Then his eyes adjusted.
It wasn’t his cat, but rather a pair of worn
shoes peeking out from the shadow’s edge.
Crane’s eyes lifted upward, caught sight
of a metal barrel that moved forward
and caught the lamp light, revealing
the gleaming revolver. He then saw the
countenance of the man who wielded death.
The assassin was a pale, rat-faced fellow,
average of stature and dressed in black
garments. Beady eyes blinked nervously
from under a grey-striped cap as they
glared at the sweating executive. Ugly lips
twitched.
Crane dropped his glass and started to
rise. The gun snarled once and the wealthy
businessman plunged to the floor with only
a whispered groan. A low wheeze escaped
his struggling lungs before he expired on
the ornate oriental-patterned rug. Crane
would not speak again.
The killer wasted no time, going quickly
to the safe in the bedroom. With deft fingers,
he went to work. A quick twist of the dial,
a keen ear pressed close to the safe door.
Within a moment, the heavy door swung
open. The assassin’s hand reached in and

pulled out a handful of papers. A flashlight
beam played on their surface as he rifled
through them. Then: “This is the stuff,” his
gutter voice declared, and pocketed one set
and left the others.

A

moment later, the thug was through
the french doors, on the balcony,
and reached for a stout rope that dangled
down from the roof –– apparently the way
he gained entrance to the unsuspecting
Crane’s home.
Above, he was waited on by an equally
dark-hearted accomplice. Strong hands
powered by strong arms on a large,
powerful frame lifted the killer skyward
toward the roof. His accomplice was sixfoot-four with a sour face and hard-set
eyes that betrayed a life of hardship on the
streets of Gotham.
“You got them papers?”
“A sweet job –– easy as Mom’s pie.”
“We better lam out and get back, then.
Boss’ll be ready to pay us right away when
we deliver the goods.”
“Oh, boy –– dough. Can’t wait to ring up
Mable with the news. We’re gonna have a
hot time tonight!”
Both men abruptly paused in their
revelry, as the darkness about them seemed
to thicken. The two evil-doers felt a strange
presence, looked nervously at each other
–– both feeling their spines stiffen in fear.
The very atmosphere assumed a darkening
aura around them –– as if the full moon had
suddenly disappeared and was replaced by
a stifling, angry cloud of blackness.
They were not alone and they could feel
it.
As they turned to seek their intruder, they
caught sight of a strange, ominous figure
behind them. It was dressed from head to

toe in dull black and dark greys...a weird
figure set against the moonlit sky. Mantled
in an obsidian cape that hid his powerful
form, the weird night-creature’s eyes
blazed like white-hot hellfire. Like twin
beacons of justice, they were set into a grim
mask that effected terror. The lips, exposed
through the mask, were set in a grim line.
Long ears shot into the sky –– the ears of
a bat!
These hardened street toughs had heard
enough rumors from their underworld pals
–– had read enough accounts of this weird
figure of justice in the sensational news
stories. Yet they did not believe the reports
–– until that very moment when their eyes
beheld that terrible form. They knew at
once who it was that stood before them,
menacing in his immobile stance. He was
the Bat-Man! And they feared him!
The black-clad figure moved forward
as his lips parted to reveal teeth set in
determination. His eyes blazed.
Both thugs stepped back fearfully as the
thing approached.
Suddenly, the stygian cape flashed aside
to reveal the man beneath! The Bat-Man’s
right arm shot out like a cannonball –– and
with equal force! The larger thug went
down to the rooftop with a loud thump. His
nose ached, his eyes shut tight in agony.
Then consciousness left him.
Facing the second man, the dark form
forced a fierce smile. He put out his hand
–– the thug knew instantly its meaning.
He handed over the stolen papers. No
sooner had the Bat-Man the papers in
his possession than the goon pulled a
switchblade from his coat.
Like a striking cobra, the black-clad
avenger lunged at the man –– and relieved
the thug of his weapon before the movement

was detected. The Bat-Man grabbed his
adversary in a deadly headlock. The man’s
terror was near enough to strangle the cry
of fear in his throat. Only a terrified squeak
was emitted. The squeak of a human rat
–– one who preys on hard-working men ––
so he would not have to know the ethics
of work himself. The thug was one of
those who thought he was smarter, more
deserving of riches –– so much that he
would take what he wanted from others
–– those who had earned their enrichments
rightfully and lawfully. Tonight, he was
taking what the Bat-Man was dishing out.

The
Bat-Man

With a mighty heave from the black-clad
figure, the criminal went flying through
space. The cowardly thug gasped aloud as
his feet left the rooftop. He didn’t make
another sound until his head split open upon
hitting the pavement two stories below. He
had met the terrifying figure of the BatMan but he would not have the luxury
of telling the tale. He would not have the
opportunity to express his absolute terror
of the encounter — never get to warn his
evil compatriots in the underworld of this
avenging devil-bat.
No sooner had the grim Dark Knight
tucked the papers into his belt than he heard
the screeching of brakes on the avenue
below.
“It’s the Bat-Man –– on the roof! Get

him, men,” Gordon ordered as he stepped
from the sedan.
With bullets flying in his direction, the
shadowy form of the Bat-Man leapt from
the rooftop. To the anxious policemen
below, he seemed to vanish completely
into thin air. It was as if the very shadows
had swallowed him whole and made him
part of them.
“I couldn’t draw a bead,” confessed one
frustrated officer.
“Neither could I –– he seemed to melt
into the night sky,” another joined in,
incredulous.
A quick search of the grounds yielded no
sign of the strange visitor.
Suddenly the front door opened. It was
Steven Crane’s valet. His face was flushed
with agitation. He barely got the words out.
“Police –– thank goodness...Help! Mister
Crane’s been murdered! It’s horrible.”
Inside, Gordon confirmed what the
manservant had claimed. Steven Crane was
dead –– shot once through the heart. They
had found the unconscious blackguard on
the roof and cuffed him. For the other, a
call was put in to the coroner.
“Two of the four partners dead in one
night!” Gordon postulated, “Let’s check
their partner Rogers next –– he may be in
danger!”
Leaping to their vehicles, Gordon and
his men set off into the night. As they did
so, they passed a shiny red roaster parked
at the curb. Red like hell’s fire, its engine
idled only a block away from the scene of
the disturbance.
Inside the roadster, a small spot flashlight
played on the stolen papers. A black-gloved
hand worked the light over the words. It
was a contract. With blazing eyes, the thing
that held the flash read it. A grim smile

came to the reader’s lips as the meaning
came to him.
He snapped off the flash, and without
turning on the lights of his powerful
roadster, he popped the gears into drive
and pressed the gas pedal. The machine
roared forward –– under the command of
the mysterious Bat-Man.
*****

I

nside his speeding police car, Gordon
barked to his driver, “Two out of four
partners killed in one evening. Both sent
threatening notes –– even Bruce Wayne
could deduce we need to check on the other
two. Rogers is the closest to Crane’s home
–– so step on it!”
But the Commissioner would have to be
disappointed. For Paul Rogers had already
heard the ghastly news of the murders over
the radio only minutes before. In a panic,
he had left his stately home, and driven in
fear to the home of his only living business
partner — Alfred Stryker. Rogers’ luxury
vehicle pulled up and he fairly flew out and
up to his partner’s door. His frantic banging
brought Stryker’s chemical-lab assistant.
“Jennings...something
terrible
has
happened! I must see Alfred immediately.”
“Sir, you’re trembling. Come in and have
a drink to calm yourself.”
“I insist on seeing Alfred before another
moment passes.”
“Of course, sir. Mr. Stryker is relaxing in
the drawing room just upstairs. You know
the way.”
Rogers stepped inside as Jennings closed
the door behind him. Rogers then headed
for the stairs leading to the upper levels.
The winding staircase seemed longer than
usual to Rogers, as his mind reeled from

the recent events of the night. If he could
only get to Stryker, create a plan, they both
may survive the assault on their lives that
was surely coming.
But as Rogers gained the first step of the
staircase, a heavy object struck him behind
the ear. He grappled with the banister
to steady himself, but it was no use. He
struggled to keep his eyes open, but they
closed over his protests to keep them
focused. His senses went black.
*****

W

ithout knowing how long the
blackness has enveloped him, Rogers
became aware of himself once again. He
opened his aching eyes, one at a time, felt
the throbbing at the back of his head, and
tried to look around to orient himself. Long
seconds passed before he could see with an
alert mind. A long table came into focus.
Bottles, beakers and bunsen burners finally
came to be recognized.
Beyond a pine barrier and at a lower
level was a large tank that held a powerful
corrosive acid. Long rows of chemicals
were organized on racks that towered
from floor to ceiling. He was in Stryker’s
chemical lab. A comfortable outbuilding on
Stryker’s property that served as both his
administrative office and experimentation
laboratory. Rogers had been here hundreds
of times in the past 22 years since the four
partners had founded the Ajax Chemical
Corporation. Stryker was a chemical genius
and had been assisted here by Jennings for
nearly as long as the life of the company.
It was here that many of the chemical
experiments and advances had been made
that allowed the four founders to become
wealthy.

Rogers sighed with relief at the
familiar surroundings, then was met with
consternation. He struggled to rise to his
feet, to try out his unsteady legs, but found
that his feet had been bolted to the concrete
floor by means of a leather strap across
his ankles –– and another across his lap.
He’d been bolted to the floor! Rogers then
realized that Jennings was even now tying
the poor man’s hands behind his back.
Jennings

Paul Rogers threw himself back in startled
wonder. The glass dome had reached his
neck level. He saw the gas jet set into the
center on the inside of the dome. With fearful
gasps of air, his mind wandered frantically.
He knew that within another few moments
he’d be set apart from the room –– under
the dome, alone with the lethal gas. Then,
to wait for the sweet release of death when
the gas jets came to life. As soon as that
dreadful thought came to his fevered brain,
the jet spouted ugly-looking green gas into
the still-lowering dome.

A

“Jennings! Wha –– what is this? Have
you gone mad...release me this instant.”
“Ha-ha...struggle, you fool. With you out
of the way, I’m one man closer to untold
wealth.”
“What are you babbling about? Let me
up –– I must see Alfred!” It was then that
Rogers noticed the glass dome suspended
above his head.
“This is the gas chamber I use to destroy
my guinea pigs that I experiment on,”
explained the sneering chemist. “But
tonight, Rogers, you’re my guinea pig.”
He quickly threw a switch on the wall.
With wide eyes, Rogers could see the glass
dome start to lower about him, ready to
envelope his entire form.
As Jennings left the outbuilding, he
offered ominously, “The gas jets are
started...sleep well, Rogers.” And Jennings’
head disappeared behind the closing door.

fast-moving shadow caught his
attention. Thinking it was Jennings
returning, Rogers strained his neck to
see. What he saw was something out of a
nightmare. It was a weird, dark form, part
shadow, part man. Long bat ears shot toward
the open skylight from which the figure
dropped. Rogers had heard enough of the
rumors to know that this was the dread BatMan! Was this bizarre night figure part of
Jennings’ plan –– an accomplice, perhaps?
An accomplice in murder!
The nightmarish figure darted toward
Rogers –– pausing long enough only to
retrieve something from the long laboratory
table. Then the twilight champion ducked
beneath the lowering dome with only
inches to work with. Rogers flinched,
fearing the night-creature. The Bat-Man
grabbed the expensive silken handkerchief
from Rogers’ breast suit-pocket.
“Hold your breath,” uttered the mystery
figure with low, guttural tones. A grim
smile played on his lips as the Bat-Man
stuffed the accessory into the gas jet
with deft quickness. With a few twists of
the dainty fabric, the gas seemed to stop
almost as soon as it started. But there was

still gas enough in the glass dome which
had already reached the floor, forming an
airtight vacuum.
Rogers eyes became large as he
witnessed the Bat-Man heft an iron wrench
in his hands. It was this instrument, Rogers
concluded, that the mystery man had
retrieved from the long laboratory table.
Mere moments felt like long minutes in
that gas-filled space. But he knew that a few
moments was all he needed to calculate the
precise spot to strike. Throwing his black
cape before his eyes –– and over the eyes
of the pinioned Rogers, he struck with
a powerfully sinewed arm! Crash! The
wrench shattered the dome with maximum
efficiency. Splinters of glass clattered to
the floor with an icy ring. Then Rogers and
the thing known as the Bat-Man swallowed
a sweet breath of air.
Then, without hesitating another moment,
the Bat-Man sliced the captive’s bonds with
a sliver of the broken glass. Rogers knew at
that instant that this Bat-Man, whoever he
was –– was a man of terrific resourcefulness
–– a man who knew what to do when it
needed to be done. Rogers knew that the
Bat-Man –– though terrible to behold ––
was a man who could be counted on –– a
man who can be trusted. He knew this ––
though barely a word had passed between
them. Such were the powerful actions of
the Bat-Man: A frightening apparition to
those with evil in their hearts –– a friend to
the righteous when in need of an ally.
But the Bat-Man was not yet done –– for
he knew the terrific noise of the shattering
dome would attract attention. And he was
ready for it. For, within a split second of his
freeing Rogers from his bonds, the weird
night figure was rushing headlong for the
door of the laboratory outbuilding.

Jennings appeared in the doorway to
investigate. He stepped inside at the sight
of the now-freed Rogers.
“What?” was all he had time to say before
the black-clad avenger tackled the rotund
figure of the dark-hearted lab assistant.
But Jennings would not go down easy.
Upon regaining their feet, the Bat-Man
then took a terrific rain of punches from the
murderous villain.
But the dark knight would not yield. With
agile defensive motions of his forearms
and wrists, he deftly warded off any
landing blows. With smashing uppercuts
and roundhouse swings from whirling
black-gloved fists, he battered the startled
chemist.
Then: with a powerful fist poised to strike
again, the Bat-Man paused. Jennings stood
staggering from the surprising onslaught.
He blinked, shut his eyes, and collapsed
to embrace the relief of the cold concrete
floor.
Then the midnight crusader allowed his
lips to part in a smile. But it was a smile to
be feared...for it was not a smile of mirth,
but rather of determination, victory –– and
of vengeance.
Footsteps –– unsteady –– uncertain ––
could be heard from the concrete apron
outside the laboratory door. The Bat-Man

stepped back –– retreated into the shadows
of the laboratory. It was as though an
uncanny sense was serving him.

R

ogers, still slightly groggy from the
gas –– peered at the receding night
avenger –– and suddenly saw that he was
gone from sight. The Bat-Man had become
part of the shadows!
The chemical executive could scarcely
believe his eyes. As he moved forward
to investigate the weird phenomenon, his
attention was averted to the entering figure.
It was Alfred Stryker. A stocky man still
clothed in his business attire. “Rogers? I
heard noises...what are you...”
But before the man could finish his query,
the distraught Rogers was ejaculating in a
desperate tone. “Alfred –– Thank heaven
–– your lab assistant –– Jennings –– just
tried to poison me –– to murder me!”
Stryker’s’ eyes darted around the gloomy
room...he spotted the prone figure of
Jennings on the floor –– unconscious.
With blazing eyes, the Bat-Man peered
out from the darkness...surveying the
scene. Watching. Waiting.
A quick gesture from Stryker produced a
gleaming blade from his vest pocket. The
dark knight’s eyes flashed from the gloom
of the blackness in which he was concealed.
“So Jennings failed me, did he? Then I
shall have to take care of you myself ––
and toss your corpse into my acid bath. I
can’t have any nosy investigators poking
their nose in and finding your body, now
can I?”
“Stryker! Th-then it’s you who’s behind
all this fiendish business!”
An evil snarl curled Stryker’s lips as he
raised the blade behind his ear to strike the
killing blow.

But a hand with the power of retribution
behind it clutched his arm. Stryker let
out a yelp at the pressure upon his wrist.
Involuntarily, his fingers opened and the
blade clattered to the concrete floor. As
he turned to see who had interfered in his
nefarious master plan, he stared into the
blazing depths of the eyes of hell.
His pupils dilated –– then his knees
weakened. Such was the power of the
awesome visage of the Bat-Man. Stryker
was upright only because the Bat-Man
held his wrist aloft. Without his support,
the man would have crumpled to the floor
in quivering fear.
Incredulous, Rogers stepped forward.
“I don’t understand, Stryker.” His eyes
showed he was dumfounded by the events
that unfolded before him. “Why? Why do
these unspeakable things?”
The Bat-Man looked with pity at poor
Rogers –– then to Stryker. Stryker hung
his head. He did not want to –– could not
–– answer his friend and business partner.
One more time in this strange adventure
the Bat-Man uttered a few –– but important
words. “It’s no secret that you, Stryker,
Lambert, and Crane were partners in the
Apex Chemical Corporation.” The voice
was course and throaty, as if some devilbat were forming the sounds.

“What was secret was that Stryker had
contracts with each of you to buy out
your shares. He knew you and the others
had money troubles...and made a deal to
buy the business with a monthly payment
to each of you. With you dead –– and the
stolen contracts in his possession –– he
sought to avoid payment –– and to inherit
the entire Apex chemical corporation as
his very own. Jennings was to profit as
Stryker’s assistant.”
“But how do you--” was all Rogers
could get out before the midnight avenger
answered.
“I intercepted Stryker’s killer after he
had stolen Crane’s contract.”
Then –– Crane, too, is dead?”
As the Bat-Man was conversing –– his
grip on Stryker weakened –– just for an
instant. But is was long enough for Stryker
to retrieve his courage and break free from
the grip of the avenging crusader.
“Yes! I was back of the whole thing. But
before I go to the “chair” I’ll send you
to hell before me.” The chemical genius
reached into his coat and pulled out a
gleaming automatic.
Rogers eyes went wide with fear.
But the Bat-Man was faster than
Stryker’s trigger finger. Rapidly planting
his feet apart with the swiftness of a skilled
boxer, the Bat-Man shot out a left hook.
His fist smashed into Striker’s jaw with a
sickening crack. His right arm shot up and
deflected his would-be assassin’s gun arm
to the ceiling. The slug of the .45 sailed
harmlessly through the open skylight.
The stocky villain stumbled backward.
His arms flailed in an attempt to regain
his balance. The Bat-Man stepped forward
to grab Stryker, but the man’s fear was so
great, so mighty an emotion, that he fought

off the attempts of the dark knight to seize
him.
The mastermind then felt the railing at
his back –– and he could feel the pine give
way as he broke through the crude wooden
barrier.
The Bat-Man rushed forward to aid the
doomed chemist, but his efforts to grip the
man were useless.
Stryker screamed like a man cursed with
damnation as he plunged over the edge.
His screams ceased with the splash of the
acid bath below. The pain was so great, his
mouth opened as if to scream the peal of the
cursed but all that emitted was a tortured
gurgle. The murderous mastermind sank to
the bottom of the acid bath as it devoured
the flesh from his bones. Stryker had met
his end.

The Bat-Man composed himself and
turned to the horror-stricken Rogers.
“A fitting end for his murdering kind,”
came the words from his tight-lipped
countenance. Rogers recoiled now at those
words. Was this weird thing of the night an

avenger of justice –– or was he a deliverer
of retribution?
He turned his eyes away to ponder the
question –– and to avoid the penetrating
gaze of the black-bat avenger. And when
he resolved to turn back to appease the dark
knight with a word of tentative thanks...the
Bat-Man was gone. He had vanished ––
as if swallowed into the blackness of the
gloom.
*****

T

he next morning, Jim Gordon sipped
from his coffee mug as a gentle
knock reached his ears. A tall, lean figure
formed a shadow outside the pebbled glass
window set into the office door. A moment
later, Bruce Wayne stepped in. “So you’re
not satisfied enough with the Gazette’s first
edition, eh, Bruce? Had to get the story first
hand.”
“You know my keen interest in things dark
and mysterious, Jim,” Wayne countered.
He pulled up a chair close to Gordon’s desk
and with eager eyes, took a seat. “So, tell
me all about it.”
For the next half-hour, James Gordon
regaled the young millionaire with the
events of the evening that Bruce had
missed. The discovery of the unconscious
thief on Crane’s rooftop, the dead murderer
below, the race to the Rogers house, then
to Stryker’s, the discovery of Jennings and
the bizarre tale of the mysterious Bat-Man
from the apprehensive lips of Paul Rogers.
The whole incredible story.
After offering a supportive opinion on the
incredulous events, Bruce was informed
that this Bat-Man was considered a wanted
man by Gotham’s boys in blue. A vigilante
whose activities needed to be curtailed at
any cost.

“We need law and order to prevail, Bruce.
Not let just anyone with a bat suit take the
law into their own hands.”
“I can’t help but think, though, Jim...that
this Bat-Man fellow is on your side.” Then
he added: “Whoever he is.”
Jim smiled awkwardly, as if agreeing.
“Perhaps he is, but I have my orders to
bring him in.”
With that, Bruce thanked his host and
departed with a firm handshake.
“Bruce is a nice chap, I suppose. He
just seems disinterested in most things,”
muttered Gordon to no one but himself.
And as James Gordon set about his daily
routine, he thought of the young Wayne
from darker days. To days when young
Bruce had to deal with his shattered family
–– his sudden wealth –– his local fame as
the poor little rich boy who would give all
his millions –– and more, to have his parents
back in his lonely life. Gordon coughed a
little to clear his tightened throat. “I can’t
but wonder how that man keeps from going
stark, raving mad.”
But if Gordon could see, later that night
–– after the sun had set and the huge
Gotham moon had swum its way high into
the sky, the foppish young man known
as Bruce Wayne, he’d have a surprising
answer to his own question.
*****

I

t was several hours later that Bruce had
returned to his stately mansion on the
outskirts of Gotham City. Known locally
as Wayne Manor, this was where, for eight
short years, he had shared an idyllic life with
his parents. Only eight years –– before an
unknown and panicked gunman shot down
both Thomas and Martha Wayne during a

routine alleyway stick-up while out on the
town with their precious little boy.
Wayne made his way across the massive
library, past the rows of massive tomes on
criminology and law. Past the bronze bust
of Shakespeare, past the revered painting
of his parents in better days.
Then he opened a secret panel behind the
tall grandfather clock that stood along one
wall. Descending a long, dark staircase,
the young man found himself in a stygian
underground cavern. This cavern had
been hollowed out over millions of years
by nature’s forces long before the manse
above was a gleam in an architect’s eye.
There, in the underground cavern, sat at
the ready, a powerful red roadster...the color
of hell’s fire. Before it lay a wide pathway
through the rocky interior, one that lead
out from the cavern into the foothills, then
connected with the main road that led right
to the urban centers of Gotham.
Bruce traced his fingers along the
gleaming machine as he passed it –– and
felt it, as if it were a part of him.
He looked upward to the blackness above
that was the roof of the cavern. He smiled
a grim smile as he listened to the fluttering
sounds high overhead. It was the fluttering

of hundreds of bat wings. Bats that
screeched and pealed at the disturbance of
their underground world. And as he heard
their echoes in his ears, he moved to a
covert closet hidden in the shadows of the
cavern.
With a touch of a finger, a hidden spring
activated and a black section of the course
cavern wall opened. Bruce Wayne, layabout
playboy millionaire, reached inside and
pulled from its recesses a dark cowl.
Placing the black mask upon his head,
he pulled the cowl down over his eyes and
fastened it under his hard-set chin.
Long bat ears seemed to reach for the
fang-like stalactites high above.
As his eyes blazed through the menacing
cowl, young Wayne’s demeanor changed.
No longer present was the bored manner
of a layabout. No longer did the lazy
smile play upon his lips. It was replaced
by a grim-set, determined expression of
vengeance. Replacing the lazy aloofness
of Bruce Wayne was the spirit of a weird
avenger of the night.
It was the avenging spirit of the Bat-Man!
THE END
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